Our Moon
our moon - superteacherworksheets - our moon by cynthia sherwood jupiter and saturn have more than
sixty moons each. neptune has thirteen. mars has two. but if somebody says “the moon,” we know exactly
what they’re talking about. it’s earth’s moon, our closest neighbor in outer space. the moon is the second
brightest spot in the sky, after the sun. our moon in a new light poster - nasa ares - minerals, js located
on the moon's surface. spectrometers and other special jnstruments onboard orbiting spacecraft help
scientists discover more about our moon than our eyes alone can detect. knowing where different tocks and
minerals and chemical elements are located on the moon will help us plan our future exploration. how our
moon formed poster (front) - nasa ares - much of our moon's history js recorded jn the features you see
when you 100k at the moon ... magna ocean impact debris slammed into the growing moon, 62 106 kiloòieters
each impact heating it even more. this heat melted at least the outer part of the early moon, forming a magma
ocean. gradually, the ocean cooled and the rocks of the moon's the capture theory - parkway schools - the
capture theory the capture theory states that our moon was captured by the earth with the moon forming
somewhere else. this means that at some point in time the moons own orbit got close enough to the earth that
the earth's gravitational pull "captured" it. download the big splat or how our moon came to be a ... the big splat or how our moon came to be a violent natural history physics 'big splat' may explain the moon's
mountainous far side 'big splat' may explain the moon's mountainous far side 3 august 2011 the mountainous
region on the far side of the moon, known as the lunar farside highlands, may big splat or how our moon came
to be - paraski2017 poster: our moon in a new light - lpira - poster: our moon in a new light . text and
descriptions . mapping our moon! as we plan our journey back to the moon, it is important that we know where
different types of rocks and minerals are located. apollo astronauts visited only six places—much of our moon
still needs to be explored… seeing more big moons and small planets! 1 - space math at nasa - g moons
and small planets! 1. this diagram shows the top-26 moons and small planets in our solar system, and drawn
to the same scale. problem 1 – what fraction of the objects are smaller than our moon? problem 2 – what
fraction of the objects are larger than our moon but are not planets? problem 3 our companion the moon faraday.uwyo - our companion: the moon! compare and contrast the earth and the moon. what are their
differences in size, composition, atmosphere, geological activity, density, magnetic ﬁeld?! how do craters
form? how can we tell if one crater is older than another?! what was the period of heavy bombardment?! tidal
heating of moons - nmsu astronomy - io is jupiter’s innermost moon. it doesn’t look like our moon since
there are very few craters on io. this is odd because io is old and should have lots of craters. an infrared
picture gives us a clue about what is happening. infrared light is like heat detection, so those spots that look
like acne are very hot! our solar system? what theory best explains the features ... - rotation of uranus,
earthÕs moon, etc. what theory best explains the features of our solar system? ¥! the nebular theory states
that our solar system formed from the gravitational collapse of a giant interstellar gas cloudÑthe solar nebula
(nebula is the latin word for cloud) ¥! kant and laplace proposed the nebular exploring the moon pdf - nasa
- clues to how earth and the moon formed, the nature and timing of early melting, the intensity of impact
bombardment and its variation with time, and even the history of the sun. most of this information, crucial
parts of the story of planet earth, cannot be learned by studying rocks on earth because our planet is so
geologi- questions about the moon - nasa - questions about the moon 1. why were the six apollo lunar sites
chosen? 2. the apollo manned missions returned more than _ pounds of lunar rocks and soils to earth. 3. how
long after the first manned mission which landed on the moon did the apollo missions end? 4. what is the age
of the moon? 5. how many moons are in our solar system? 6.
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